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A Commissioners'

Assistant's' .a etinq with staff on

SECY-B9-267 has been scheduled for 10s30 a.me, Mondayg,,
November 20, 1969, int he.r1 3t~h floor Executive
Conference Room, One WhitaeFlint North.
The purpose of thisSMeeti n! i s for staff4 to respond to
questionls from the Technical Assistants, some of whichi
are attached.
Representing the staff .will beu
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QUESTIONS :ON'DRAFT FINAL~ PART 2
FOR ASS ISTANTS'i.MEETING ON NOVEMBER 20, 19891.
1. What is the current st attis -"of the BEIR V report and ,ýthe new ICRP
guidance? How much are-these..'efforts expected to alter.1current risk
coefficients and approaches.'to radiation protection? :ýAny impacts on
Quality Factors for neutrons:9 beta particles, and high gamma? Any
progress towards consensus-on the 1 rem/yr cumulative~dose limit?
How would these developments impact Part 20?9
2. What is the current'status,"of,..efforts to develop .and"'Implement,
regulatory guides and'alter-existing guidance to support."t e new Part
20? What is.the estimnatedl1evel of resources for this effort?
What guidance is being developed to describe acceptable AIJARA
programs for non-reactor facilities? Will these guides be in place
by the time that Part 20 becomes effective?
3.

When should Part 20 become effective (Assume that final

Commission action is complete by 1/1/90)?

Should licensees be

allowed to phase into new.Part 20 before it becomes effective?
4. What is the justificati'o~n",fo~r decreasing the dose limit to the.
general publiq from 500 to 1100 mr/yr? Is this reduction *consistent
with other recent NRC actions'(e.g., BRC policy, Safety Goal)? Is
this reduction expected to have a significant effect on licensed
facilities, given that existing effluent standards (e.g., 40 CFR Part
190) are more stringent? :.,5. Should Part 20 require compliance with committed effective dose
equivalent l.imits for design intakes of radionuclides, but only cite
licensees for overexpos'ureswhen indicated by actual uptakes (based
on bioassay and measured whole-body doses)?
6. Does the elimination of the quarterly dose limits provide
adequate protection for an'unknown embryo/fetus? Is the admonition
to licensees adequate? How does this compare with NCRP's
recommendation that exposure7,of the embryo/fetus not exceed 50
mr/month (NCR? 91, pg. 303?-;.
-

7.

What is

the status of the .national dose registery?'

8. What is the status of!NRC's assessment of radionuclide discharges
0
biological mnaterial?" Are
to sewers? What is readily. "dispersible
there limits imposed on such ýmaterial? What is the health and safety
basis for these limits? -Is-the same basis used in exempting human
excreta?
~.
eev
planned
9. Under what conditions'wudatniida
special exposure? Would adequate-time be available to~acquire
exposure history information-,prior to approving the-special exposure
or should Part 20 require that, employers acquire this information in
advance for any employee thatcoul reasonably receive a-planned
special exposure?
99'

kA

10.
TS the reduction facitor: 6f 2 'adequate .to protect'-children and
adolescents under the dose.,-limits in Part 20? Do available',age-dependent metabolic data confirm the adequacy of this, reduction?

11.

What is the basis for; the chemical toxicity limit for uranium?

How do the Appendix B limits ,for uranium compare with 'limits being
established by EPA (e.g.',j30"pCi/i in groundwater established in 40
CFR Part 192)? Is there a, difference between NRC and EPA.approaches
to assessing risk associatedwith uranium in waterborne. effluents?
12.
Is the exemption tote onsohsi
Appendix B (pg. 10 of Enclosur'e"5) viable?

provide an* example.

y::y

ALI's provj'ded'ir
Please explain'and

13. Why is the NRC p romulgating amendments to Part:2!that have not
been noticed for public comment?-.Should these amendments be proposed
(rather than published finai),:along with final Part 20?
14.
How should the Comm'ission';,'address the requireme6n'ts ,of ."50..109 for
final Part 20? Which requiieme~nts';,in'final Part 20.:-.,redef ine-.,
adequate protection" a5`proVide'd- un'der 50. 109 (a) (4)(i)
-Which
requirements are inhere'ntly..'11ink ed with and necessary. toý.implement
the substantive requirements',that redefine adequate protection? What
other types of requirements are being promulgated?

;
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NOT FOR RELEASE
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ON DRAFT FINAL PART 20
FOR COMMISSIONER'S ASSISTANTS, MEETING ON NOVEMBER 20, 1989
1. Q.

What is the current status of the BEIR V report and the new ICRP,guidance? How much are these efforts expected to alter current:*:.-.
risk coefficients and approaches to radiation protection? Any
impacts on Quality Factors'for neutrons, beta particles, and high.,
[energy] gamma? Any progre'ss towards consensus on the 1 rem/yr,'cumulative dose limit? How would these developments impact Part 20?--

A.

The BEIR V Report is expected late this Fall (it was supposed'to''be.
out by now). The ICRP document is still in an initial draft~stage.-',
It is clear that the BEIR V (and UNSCEAR 88) reports indicate higher
risks from low-LET (beta-gamma).radiation than previous evaluations'.
of the risk. These changes are due to three factors: (1) evidence>
that supports a relative 'risk model for most solid tumors [this means
that the expected cancer Incidence becomes age-dependent and In-- 7.'
creases compared to the straight-line extrapolation of the "absolute
risk model"), (2) more data has been accumulated on the HiroshimaNagasaki victims which indicates continuing elevated cancer'risks
for longer periods of time," and (3) revised dosimetry of the.
ffiroshima-Nagasaki exposures results in a higher risk assigned to.:7i-;
the low-LET radiation.-.~,

>'

.

The higher risk estimates' have lIed to the ICRP consideration 'ofa
lower long-term limit, but'unlike the NCRP recommendation in t4CRP
91 for a 1 rem x age cumulative worker dose limit, the ICRP is
considering a shorter term 'cumulative limit of 10 reins over any:
5 year period with a 5 rem in any one year cap. Staff discussions
have taken place with a~meinber~of the ICRP (and the Chairman of NCRP.
Committee that produced NCRP.-91) that cumulative dose limits'are
impractical to implemenfýý.frbm-'a regulatory point of view and that,.'
the consequence of the ICRP(..ac~tion would likely be a 2 rem~per year
limit. The ICRP is retaining the 100 millirem per year limit 'for'the
"laverage" long-term exposure~of.any member of the public. This~lsý.',,implemented in the revised'Part 20 as a straight 100 minllirem per",
year dose limit.
A:
Based upon preliminary informatien it does not appear that any of
the Quality Factors will~depart.from ICRP 26 valu 'es. However,,the
ICRP continues to use a Q~of:,20'.for high-energy neutrons (greater:,
than 0.5 MeV) whereas the'.revsed. Part 20 has not adopted this;
value (as discussed in theý'Statement of Considerations forl § 20,.4). ý
As noted above, the ICRP does not appear willing to go along'with the
NRCP's 1 x age limit.
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1. A.
(cont)

2.

these revisions would affect the revised Part 20 only to the 'extent
that the Commission chooses to adopt them. Most such revisions would'
be significant enough to warrant another round of~public comment.-,:-.
Given the built-in delays for internal NRC reviews and office
concurrence and the legally-mandated [Administativ~e Procedures Act],.*
external review process, this could add another two years to the
issuance date.
-*,.

Q.

What is the current status of effort to develop and implement
regulatory guides and alter existing guidance to support the new
Part 20? What is the estimated level of resources for this effort?,
What guidance is being developed to describe acceptable ALARA
programs for non-reactor facilities? Will these guides be in
place by the time that Part 20 becomes effective?

A.

The effort to develop the necessary guides is already underway.
A contract has been signed to provide technical support to the staff.
First priority is on developing the nine new guides that have been
identified (Enclosure 14 of SECY-88-315 plus one additional guide
on reactor high/very high radiation areas). Second priority is on
major revisions to existing guides. Last priority is on minor '"_
editorial revisions to change the Part *20 citations where appropriate.
The latter will be handled by errata sheets for each of the ten guide
divisions that instruct the reader to make pen and ink changes rather
than having NRC republish each of these guides. The number of guidesý
in each category is listed in Enclosure 14 to SECY-88-315.,
The guidance on development of ALARA programs for materials licensees
(excluding fuel cycle facilities) will be in two appendices toL
existing license application guides (R.G. 10.6 for sealed sources >ý`-.:
and radiography and R.G. 10.8 for medical licensees and unsealed-':,ý
sources) rather than a single new guide as indicated in Enclosure
14 to SECY-88-315.
The current schedule is to have the draft versions of the new guides.
available for issuance for publ ic.comment by August 1990. The final:;
guides should be availabli.bythe'following year, a few months'ihead`,
of the latest staff recommendedtimplementation date (see Q 03).~>i;,

3.

Q.

When should Part 20 become effective [Assume that final Commissi on*.'-,
action is complete by 1/1/90? -Should licensees be allowed to phase'
into new Part 20 before it becomes effective?

A.

The staff has revised its recommended implementation date to
January 1, 1992 instead of January 1,* 1991 to account for thedelay in issuing Part 20.in'-final form (SECY-89-267, page 8, iecoin-mendation No. 3). The implementation is envisioned as a stepQ
function and does not permit~a~gradual phase-in. '(See recommended_
addition to S 'tement of CO'nsiderations at page 1 of Enclosure 3,of
SECY-89-267, . list 29, 1989,-).)ýI,The elimination of a gradual phasq-ý-.
in was done to ensure uniformity.in recorded and reported doses,,ýI"
between different licensees' by elliminating the possibility that,:,.,
there would be two different,-systems in place at the sane time.,

f.4'

4.

Q.

What, is the justification'.for decreasing the dose limit to, te,',
general public from 500 to,100 mr/yr? Is this reduction consistent*,..
with other recent NRC actions (e.g., BRC policy, Safety Goal)?:'s
this reduction expected to have a significant effect on licensed:':.:
facilities, given that existing effluent standards (e.g., 40 CFR7ý*"'
Part 190) are more stringent?:-.

A.

The primary justification for reducing the public dose limits arei,"
the 1977 recommendations of the ICRP and the 1987 recommendationsý,,i,,
of the NCRP both of which recommend a 100 millirem per year long-term.,
average dose limit from all sources and a 500 millirem cap in-any one'.'
year. Part 20 applies the100 millirem number per year rather. than Vl'
an average (see A #f1) and only* to the dose from a licensedl'
VI
operation. (We believe that-it is not practical to require our
".~
licensees to evaluate public dose contributions from other un -.
regulated sources.)
<'
K
The Part 20 limits provide ,an upper bound for health protection, the;.
BRC (exemption) policy provides a lower bound for regulatory control-1
so the two sets of limits are at opposite ends of the allowable
operating range. The public dose-.limit is related to the BRC policy,-,
only in that the proposed'exemption policy of 10 millirem maximum.-,-:
dose is an appropriately small faction of this dose limit.
The safety goal for acute fatalities is not comparable to the
potential delayed effects from normal releases; the latent effects
would be similar. Numerically, the safety goal of 0.1% of the fatal
cancer incidence works out to be:.,
0.001 x (198 x 10~ per year cancer fatality probability)=
1.98 x 10--6 per year."
ihe Part 20 limit of 0.1 rem(100 millirem) per year has an'estimated":
risk of:

.

0.1 rem/year x (5 X,10

cancers/rem)

X

10

.

One reason why there is an apparent difference between the two values!
is that tt': safety goal refers .to the average dose to the50ml'i.
population whereas the Part 20 limit appies to the maximum dose'to,"
the nearest individual. The ratis of the 50-mpe average dose to the
maximum dose is typically 2 x-10. ..,to 2 x 10
.Applyjng
thesel.ýý
gvs>K
values to the 0.1 rem maximum:-individual risk of 5 x 10
~
.'.
population averaged values` of:','.
to 1 X 10 6compared to the safety goal of 2 X 106
10
sothat the values are more comparable than app~ears from their
numerical magnitude.

*

-'--'in-----

Q.
(Cont)
4.

The reduction in public dose'llimits' is not expected to have 'an
significant effect on license'e's.-Most facilities operate well
below 100 millirem per year',due to (1) the need to demonstrate
compliance usually entails the use of lower internal "administrative.
limits"; (2) the application'of, the ALARA philosophy (such a
Appendix I to 10 CFR Part',50);;a'4nd (3) other standards (suh,
40 CFR Part 190) that have`lower .ývalues.-~,
Two areas where the 100 millirem per year limit might have an impact
are the shielding for irradiators and cobalt teletherapy rooms which
were designed to limit doses in'unrestricted areas to 500 mlllirem*.*
per year and uranium milling' icensees where radon doses at a few,'..
sites may exceed the 100 millirem public limit (See SECY-89-267..,
Issue # 2.) There is a provision for licensees to come in for tem
porary relief (use of a 500 millirem limit) while studies of actual,.*'
usage and occupancy are made to-see if additional shielding is.re-.'",
qui red.

5.

6.

Q.

Should Part 20 require comp ia,nce with committed effective dose:.-.,
equivalent limits for design'.intakes of radionuclides, but only, cite.
licensees for overexposures when indicated by actual uptakes.,.,..
(based upon bioassay and measured whole-body doses)?

A.

Part 20 permits bioassay and'w'hole-body counts (excretion and
retention measurements) to be used in assessing doses for the
purpose of compliance [Despite industry comments to the contrary.
See § 20.204 (c).] However" 'the'dose in all cases (from air sampling, excretion, or retention measurements) is evaluated using a
dose factor that represents the'committed future dose that will
occur. For a discussion of the committed dose versus the annual
dose see Enclosures 8 and 9 to SECY-88-315 and issue 1 in SECY89-267.

Q.

Does elimination of the quarterly dose limits provide adequate-.;.
protection for an unknown'embryo/fetus? Is the admonition to,,..
licensees adequate? How does this compare with N'CRP's recommendation
theat exposure of the embryo/fetus not exceed 50 mr/month [NCRP 91
page 30]?

.*'

ieseis likely to establish '.,
With the 5 reim/yr TEDE iit"th
quarterly "reference level ".,.that are less than 1.25 rem per quarter.
This would be less than the1.'-.25,rem per quarter limit and lower than
the higher 3 rem/quarter 1limit'.' It is unlikely (but possible) ý,tfst.
the fetus would be undetected'f'or more than two months. ,-'
Staff believes that the admoni~tionto licensees is sufficient.' ivn
the legal restrictions on'protection of fertile women. The R.regulation. in §20.208 has'a-req'uirement that the dose to the'emb'yo
fetus be distributed fairly iniformly over the period'of preqnancy.':
This would give an average dose of about
500 millirem/9 monthsý"OF
tmillirem per mnirth..
1 55
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6. Q.
.(Cont)

7.

8.

For all intent and purpose this is the same as the NCRP's*L.'.1:'ý
50 millirem/month. Use of the NCRP approach would mean a
licensee that gave a embryo/fetus 49 millirem in one month
and 51 millirem the next would have to be cited.

Q.

What is the status of the-.:national dose registry?

A.

As noted in an informatiionmemorandum to the Commission dat'ed
August 23, 1989, the staff is waiting Commission approval of the..
revised Part 20. The new Part 20 reporting requirements would
acquire data for the most highly exposed groups (those covered by'the present §§ 20.407 and 20.408) including power reactor workers.The staff is currently working with representatives of licensed-.:
facilities and the National',Cancer 'Institute to develop revised
Forms 4 and 5 to be used':for..recordkeeping.

Q.

What is the status of NRC's assessment of radionuclide discharges. to
sewers? What is readily "dispersible biological material?"..Are.
there limits imposed on such material? What is the health and safety
basis for these limits?,.Is the same basis used in exempting human
excreta?

A.

As of September.1989, the contractor had provided a draft report"
describing a dozen conservative scenarios characterizing potential
exposures to radioactive materials that enter the sewer system:',-The review of this draft and the data acquistlon phase of the.'-.
project are ongoing RES s~taff tasks.
"Readily dispersible biol .ogi'cal material" is essentially gr~oun~d ..-.',
organic materials (e.g.-:rats).. The original Part 20 sewer limits
applied to materials that are "soluble or readily dispersible." As
a result of several contamination incidents with cobalt-60 and.,
americium-241 flakes, the proposed rule took out the "1readily:;'*..,7
,
dispersible." Comments'on the proposed rule noted that the pre-_-_
ferred method of disposing~of dead radioactive laboratory animals.'
was to grind them up (in .adevice similar to a kitchen sink'disposal)
and that elimination of.'this-option would be itcostly and could'create
a public health problem.>':.. Consequently, the "readily dispersible.ý,,,
biological material" wast added to permit this disposal but block the
disposal of metallic flakes." ,Other than the Part 20 dispos'al::.'...
restrictions there does~not appear to be a restriction on, such'_ý.
disposal. The basis for~the. l.imits in Table 3 of Appendix Bis a,
TEDE of 0.5 rem. This isieqiial to the the upper bound for.the public
exposure and is a factor of. 10,lower than the present Part' 20 'which
uses the occupational concentration limits (5 rem/year'whole-bodyý,.
dlose). In both cases it is believed that it would be highly'unlikely that anyone would be-exýposed to such doses because the*,concentratiori limits are applied at,!the point of release to the sewer system
and not at the point of water consumption. The new Part 20'restricts
"1sanitary sewers" to public.-sewers where dilution by wastewater,'
ground1 runoff and other'sewers will occur.
~

8. A.
(Coot)

IHuman excreta are exempted because of the presence of other heal th
hazards associated with the'.assay and storage of human faeces, -not'_.-..radiological conditions.
:
.

U.Lnder what conditions would an''individual receive a planned specaial*'
exposure? Would adequate~time be available to acquire exposure.'V..
history information prior 'to approving the special exposure or,:should
Part 20 require that employers.-acquire this information in advancei'ý;>:
for any employee that could reasonably receive a planned specia
exposure?

9.

A.

The guide detailing the conditions for receiving a planned special-t"?
exposure (PSE) is under development. However. some of the condit,ions.
that coul d warrant a PSE 'are:u
'*.

1. The necessity of performing a high-dose operation where!'-%
the set-up conditions result in more dose to two workers-,ý
than would be received by one worker.
2. The necessity fr.Ain-,a
ghyskilled worker (~.
a pipefi~tter) who~is near the dose limit
3. The need to permit continued employment of a worker who has,.
been exposed above 5 rem.'
It is envisioned that any licensee (primarily reactors) that intended
to use PSE's would acquire the records beforehand. Since it might.:ýý
itequire up to 30 days to acquire the necessary records, itis
unlikely that there would be enough time to acquire them at the time.
a PSE is being planned.
.

10.

Q.

Is the reduction factor of,,2.(in the effluent release limits).
adequate to protect children and adolescents under the dose limits*
in Part 20? Do available -age-dependent metabolic data confirm the
adequacy of this re ducti n?
73~
'

A.

We believe that the factor, of two Iis adequate because the maijoir, -ý'":health concern with raditionlexposurei is the total lifetime expo ,sure,
not what the dose in one~par *ticularyear is. For the protection of-,.,
the public, the ICRP recommended.-'limit is 0.1 rem per year as a-lifetime average with a 0.5 remwlimit for any one year. The revised-Part
20 is more restrictive, using 0.1 rem as the limit for each year..,;,.._'_
Another factor supporting-the: ,adequacy of this factor is that th6'->
major age-dependence occurS,-'ot in uptake but in organ size.:.,'With.
the application of the effective' (risk-weighted) dose, the importance
of many of the organs where~there was an appreciable age difference,ý
(e.g. , thyroid where the organ .mass varies by an order of magnitude'..ý.
between an adult and a one-year- old child) is negated by a small risk
factor (small wT)

N.

il

11.

Q.

What is the basis for,'the chemical toxicity limit for uranium ?"How
do the Appendix D limits ',for~uranlum compare with limits being established by EPA (e.g., 30 pCi/l-:in groundwater established in 40 CFR
Part 192)? Is there a difference between NRC and EPA approaches'-.
to assessing risk associated ,with uranium in waterborne effluents?

A.

The primary basis for the" hemical toxicity for nantural and low-"
enrichment uranium is the'toxic effects typical from heavy metals
on the kidneys (nephretic 'effects).
Appendix B of the revised Parit 20 contains a conce~tration limit for
for natural uranium 1n~1iquid effluents of 3 x 10
uCi/mi.'.,-This*.

works out to:
3 x.10

l.ý-, 4'

uCi/ml '(10

1A/)(106 pCi/uCi)

=300

pCi/L

a factor of 10 high'er-than the EPA 30 pCI/L value.
The EPA in their September 30, 1986, Federal Register notice (51 FR
34836) on drinking water maximum contaminant levels (MCL's) that form
the basis for the groundwater protection levels showed the following
calculation (51 FR 34843):Iý,ý-:,
(1 mg U/kg/day safe level 'for animals)(0.01 uptake by animals)(70 kg)
(safety factor)(2 L~iter/day water intake)(0.05 uptake by humans)
=7

milligrams per-liter/safety factor.

The EPA uses a specific "1ac,tivityi factor of 40 pCi U/60 micrograms U;
therefore, the estimated'safe level for humans would be:
7 mg/L (1,000 ug/mg)(40.pCi/6O ug)

=4,flt'6

pCi/L.

The difference between.'the magnitudes of NRC value of 300 pCi/Iand the EPA's 30 pCi/Ll.sý*that'the NRC value contains a safety factor
of about 10 (actually 4,666/300 or 15) and EPA states (51.FR 34836)
that it uses a safety factor of 100 below the 4,700 pCi/I calculated
from the animal data. 'Also the NRC value is an effluent limit whereas
the EPA drinking water limit is,applied to the tap side of a public,
drinking water supply and,.to the concentration in anaqie.
12.

Q.

Is the exemption to the 'non-ýstochastic ALI's provided in Appendix B
(page 10 of Enclosure 5).-Viable? Please explain anc' provide. an-''
example.

A.

Yes, it.is viable, but wd~dont'texpect it to be widely applied.
For example, for iodine-131"!V the non-stochastic ALI (50 uCi)-is'.
limiting and the stochastc:,ALI~s-(200 uCi) (page 59 of Enclosure 5
to SECY-88-315). For:'esitimaiting"':the committed effective' dose ,equivalent from the thryoid .for-;s-Ummaton with those of other organs,, the
higher stochastic value -ma~y:be.'-used because it represents similar'.
health consequences. For ,protecting the thyroid, however, 'the'committed dose equivalent ttethyroid itself must also be assessed,'::-,.
using the more limit ing :nonI-,stochastic ALI value of 50 uCi ý50 rem.
-

'.

13.

p7

Q.

Why is the NRC promulgatin'g amendments to Part 2 that have not been
noticed for public comment?" Should these amendments be proposed:`'*
(rather than published final).:along with the final Part 20? ,'"i

A.

lhese amendments have to' be"published for comment rather than in,K..ý
final form as they represent substantive changes in the enforcement,
policy. However, the proposed nature of these changes is not,,,;t1,.:
discernible from reading the~conforming amendments (Enclosure 5`to,
SECY-88-315) alone. It is cle'arly brought out in the accompanying,;
statement of considerations part of the Federal Register notice.`'-,-(See page 1 "DATES" and page 100, Section VII. of Enclosure-.3 to''.
SECY-8-31'.

14.

Q.

low should the Commission'addriss the requirements of 5.0
o
final Part 20? Which requirements in the final Part 20 "redefinie'"`
adequate protection" 'as'*provided.under 50.109(a)(4)(iii)?-.!Which*ý.
requirements are inherentlylinked to and necessary to implement
the substantive requirements 'that redefine adequate protection?
What other types of requirements are being promulgated?

A.

This topic will be addres sed',by OGC in the December 6, 1989 meeting.,
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